
Harnessing Enthusiasm
Social Media and Vaccines



How vaccine 
hesitancy is 
made
Who are you talking to? Who are you 
ultimately trying to reach?



How are vaccine 
decisions made?

“[T]he most predictive of 
parents’ vaccination 
decision was the 
percentage of their people 
network recommending 
non-conformity” to the 
CDC vaccine schedule. 
The Impact of Social Networks on Parents’ Vaccination 
Decision. Emily K. Brunson  
Pediatrics peds.2012-2452; published ahead of print 
April 15, 2013, doi:10.1542/peds.2012-2452 



How influential are people 
networks?

People recommending conformity
People recommending non-conformity

The Impact of Social Networks on Parents’ Vaccination Decision. Emily K. Brunson  
Pediatrics peds.2012-2452; published ahead of print April 15, 2013, doi:10.1542/peds.2012-2452 



Who is a non-conforming parent?

Jennifer Reich,  
“Neoliberal Mothering and Vaccine Refusal.” Gender and Society. 



Finding parents on social media
Go find them!



Choosing a social media platform 
based on your target audience



Choosing a social network based on 
your target audience, pt 2.



Social media 
strategies

✤ Addressing concerns directly.

✤ Providing generic vaccine 
information

✤ Promoting vaccines as a social 
norm by empowering 
vaccinating parents



Gather your audience
Find the people near you whom you wish to reach



Parents seek vaccine information on 
social media



Sometimes parents gather where 
we cannot see them



Build loyalty through 
rules and moderation

✤ Have clear rules on your page

✤ Be willing to enforce those 
rules 

✤ Model polite conversation



Finish what you 
start

✤ Engage in the conversations 
you begin



Virtual office 
hours

✤ Build trust through video and 
by being accessible via social 
media

✤ Allow back-and-forth 
conversations

✤ Consider Facebook Live and 
Twitter Chats



Be local. Be 
topical

✤ Talk about what people are 
talking about.



Create private 
conversations

✤ Consider hosting private 
groups

✤ Join more pro-science 
parenting groups

✤ Encourage private 
messages



The Power of Story on social media
Stories are easy to remember and easy to share



Are diseases a 
distant memory?

✤ Too many parents have never 
witnessed diseases

✤ Stories about diseases can help 
remind parents why we 
vaccinate our children

✤ These stories get shared



Viral in a good 
way

✤ Stories that are shared become 
part of our common 
conversation

✤ Stories provide a context for 
science

✤ We can reshape the narrative 
arc about vaccines



Give parents a forum to share their 
own stories

Why I Choose gallery



What story are we telling?

✤ Anti-vaccine story: shots, ruined kid, wrecked life

✤ Real story: getting shots is normal, diversity of 
wonderful childhoods, no disease



Contact me

✤ Karen Ernst

✤ info@voicesforvaccines.org

✤ www.VoicesForVaccines.org

✤ voicesforvaccines.org/
join-us

mailto:info@voicesforvaccines.org
http://www.voicesforvaccines.org
http://voicesforvaccines.org/join-us

